
Pivotell Mark 3 Automatic Pill Dispenser
Disposable Tray System
Notes for the Pharmacist

1. 2.

3. 4.

5.
6.

7.

The Disposable Set includes: Tray / clip on
lid / pharmacy label carrier / time discs and
box for transport. Note – the re-usable tray
supplied should always be used as a jig for the
disposable tray to steady it when filling. The tray will
only be supplied with your first pack of disposable
trays and should be retained.

Apply the appropriate self adhesive time disc
to the tray - ( 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 x daily medication or
the blank disc – completed by hand, for more
than 4 x daily).  If you require additional discs
Pivotell will exchange unwanted discs for
those required .

Place the disposable tray in the jig (re-usable
tray) and starting from the compartment to the
right of the red section (the user’s first dose), fill
each compartment as per the prescription.

When filled, place the lid on the tray and push
down around the raised inner circle with the
thumbs to ensure that they click together (see
also 5. below).

Ensure that the thumbs press around the
complete circle to ensure a good fit

Remove the yellow protective cover from
adhesive on the back of the pharmacy label
carrier and fix the label carrier to the lid. (The
adhesive is reposable to allow the label carrier
to be later fixed to the dispenser.

Make up the box (7.) Remove the tray from the
jig and place the tray with label carrier attached
in the box and seal.
Label the box with the user’s details
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Pivotell Mark 3 Automatic Pill Dispenser
Disposable Tray System

Notes for the Carer

1. 2.

Remove the disposable tray from the box,

Either place the disposable tray directly into the dispenser ensuring that the solid red section is
aligned centrally in the lid opening (see 3 above) and carefully unclip the lid from the disposable
tray,

or remove the permanent tray from the dispenser. Drop the disposable tray into the permanent tray.
Carefully unclip the lid (see 4 above) and then place both trays in the dispenser . Ensure that the
solid red section is aligned centrally in the dispenser lid opening.

3. 4.

Close the lid and lock it if necessary.
The dispenser is now ready for use

Detach the pharmacy label carrier from the lid
and re-fix it to the battery case cover.
Clip on the plastic cover
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